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RAGAZZI AWARD
FICTION MENTION
2015

THE SLEEPY
Toss and turn, toss and turn! Why do kids toss and

The girl crouched down beside a wall and played marbles

turn in bed all over the night? Why do kids grow rapidly?

when she came back from school. While she walks touching

Why did we get bigger and bigger every day?

fingers on the cracked and peeled wall, the wall makes a

Is someone dropping by the bed every night?

re-mi-fa, re-mi-fa sound.

by Yi Yeon-sil
Photo. by Kim Hyang-soo
KW 12,000 | 48p | 280 X200 | ISBN 9788956186412

by Jee Kyoung-ae
KW 15,000 | 40p | 275 X228 | ISBN 9788956186467

• Selected by Sejong Book Literature Division, 2015
• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2015
• Selected Bologna Children's Book Fair Top 60
Korean Picture Book, 2016
• Selected by Book-Wing, 2016
• Recommended by School Library Journal
Rights Sold to: CHINA, TAIWAN
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THE LITTLE WALL

• Selected by Sejong Book Literature Division, 2014
• Bologna Ragazzi Award for fiction mention, 2015
• Recommended by Association for Research on
Children's Publications Choice, 2015
• Selected Bologna Children's Book Fair Top 60
Korean Picture Book, 2016
• Recommended by School Library Journal
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THE DUSTY

NIGHT COMES

Did you hear about a dust goblin named MunJiKkebi who

When night comes the world is dark but is not

recovers lost items for kids who live in the unfamiliar world and

really dark. That means the world is glittering

feels happy with it? Yes, the memory someone brought you

and twinkling even night comes. Are you asking
me what I’m saying? Um, well, so... I mean.......

secretly, is through the efforts of a dust goblin Munjikkebi.
by Yi Yeon-sil
Photo. by Kim Hyang-soo
KW 12,000 | 44p | 200 X280 | ISBN 9788956186511

• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2015
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation
• Encouragement book of Seoul Education Office for the
Winter Vacation Reading
• Selected by Dongwon Yookyoung Foundation
• Selected by Institute of infant reading institute of reading
Rights Sold to: CHINA
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by Jooribyul
KW 12,000 | 44p | 217 X275 | ISBN 9788956186580

• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2015
• Selected by Book-Wing, 2016
• Selected Bologna Children's Book Fair Top 60 Korean
Picture Book, 2016
• Selected by Association for Research on Reading, 2016
• Recommended by OpenKid, 2017
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GOING TO RETURN THE BOOK BORROWED

PENGUIN LA-LA-LA

‘Pass the way of acacia and go further, there will be a big tree.

Five penguins are beating our heart! They makes us cool.

When you go by that tree, you should go fast without making

Pull the cover and see what is happening. Five penguins

a sound of Woo-shee-shee Woo-shee-shee!’ Can he go to the

seeing ahead are now, ta-da! Ready to dance!

friend’s house safely for returning the book borrowed?
by Lee Woo-yeon
KW 13,000 | 48p | 235X304 | ISBN 9788956186603

• Recommended by kbby, 2015
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation
• Recommended by School Library Journal
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by Koo Sin-ae
KW 13,000 | 48p | 270 X180 | ISBN 9788956186634

• Recommended by Morning Reading
Corporation, 2015
• Recommended by Association for Research on
Children's Publications Choice, 2016
• Selected by Book-Wing, 2016
• Recommended by School Library Journal, 2016
Rights Sold to: FRANCE, CHINA
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10 SECONDS

YELLOW BOOTS

We think a weakness is losing its ground due to human’s greed

At last it rains. Large drops of yellow rain is falling.

and mistake. [10 seconds] is asking us how we can live with

Running to the shoe rack, but the yellow boots are missing

regret, and offering us to walk along that way of life.

completely! What will you do at time like this?

by Lee Myoung-ae
KW 19,000 | 60p | 300 X200 | ISBN 9788956186641

by Heo Jung-yoon | Illus. by Jung Jin-ho
KW 12,000 | 40p | 300 X180 | ISBN 9788956186726

• Bologna Rologna Illuastrator of the Year
Writer, 2015
• Selected Bologna Children's Book Fair Top
60 Korean Picture Book, 2016
• Nami Concours 2015 Winning Silver Award
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• Selected by Sejong Book Literature Division, 2015
• Recommended by Association for Research on
Children's Publications Choice, 2016
• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2016
• Selected by Institute of infant reading institute of
reading, 2016
• Recommended by OpenKid, 2017
Rights Sold to: CHINA
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COLORFUL PENGUINS

THE CHIRRUP

See a large number of fish and penguins coming from

When the blossoming spring is gone summer is coming,

the seal’s mouth! And the penguins, fish and water plants

there is one who comes to us before the heat of summer. It

dyed their bodies all beautiful colors. What in the world is

is Cicada. Cicadas make our summer a real summer. Shall

happening at the South Pole?

we spend the all summer season, from the threshold of

by Kim Su-jin
KW 15,800 | 64p | 300 X100 | ISBN 9788956186658

• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2015
• Recommended by OpenKid, 2016
• Selected Bologna Children's Book Fair special exhibition

10

summer to the high summer, with these cicadas?
by Jang Hyun-jung
KW 13,000 | 40p | 228 X280 | ISBN 9788956186801

• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2015
• Selected Children's Eco Book by Eco Justice, 2016
• Recommended by Association for Research on Children's
Publications Choice, 2016
• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2016
• Recommended by OpenKid, 2016
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ONE DAY

BURNED TOAST

One day when I took a nap and got up, that day was

A tortoise with a black burned toast is so flustered that

strange. It was so quiet and there was no one but me.

it doesn’t know what to do. Six friends are sharing their

Villagers, Soo-Ah, Chul-Soo, even my mom disappeared.

breads and so is the tortoise with the burned one, he cuts it

I got my face on the ground and muttered “I’m so bored.”

into six pieces. Snack time with friends is always happy.

At that instant, a miraculous thing is happening.
by Sung Young-ran
KW 14,000 | 44p | 220 X230 | ISBN 9788956186856

• Recommended by Association for Research on
Children's Publications Choice, 2016
• Recommended by Reading Net as First Book In My
Life Section, 2016
• Recommended by School Library Journal, 2016
• Recommended by OpenKid, 2017
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by Lee Na-rae
KW 13,000 | 52p | 185 X244 | ISBN 9788956186870

• Recommended by Association for Research on
Children's Publications Choice, 2016
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2016
• Recommended by OpenKid, 2017
Rights Sold to: TAIWAN
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A BIG CLOUD

A CLEANER RABBIT

An immovable cloud slides along, and a small cloud goes

The village rabbits let a cleaner rabbit go to the moon! But

with hurried steps. A strong wind rises and a big cloud

why? From the day moonlight became dark, rabbits tried

appears above the head. A day that was nothing happened,

cleaning the moon. But the moon was not a problem. How

now a cloud with different shape makes a new sight.

can we make rabbits not leaving for the moon?

by Lee Hae-jin
KW 13,000 | 52p | 380 X150 | ISBN 9788956186955

by Han Ho-jin
KW 12,000 | 44p | 260 X240 | ISBN 9788956186979

• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2015
• Selected by Sejong Book Literature Division, 2016
• Selected by Association for Research on Reading, 2016
• Selected by Book-Wing, 2017
• Recommended by School Library Journal
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• Selected Bologna Children's Book Fair Top 60
Korean Picture Book, 2016
• Encouragement book of Seoul Education
Office for the Winter Vacation Reading, 2016
• Recommended by OpenKid, 2017
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ELEPHANT BALLOON

HIDE AND SEEK

A mouse flies very far. A tortoise, a dog, a crane, and a

Shall we play hide and seek which is the

big lion flies far, too. That was because of the elephant.

most difficult but interesting thing in the

The elephant could not ride a seesaw or climb a tree even

world? Who is that one playing hide and

though he wanted to do so. But now the elephant flies,

seek in the yard?

too! Guess what happened!
by Song Hyun-kyung
KW 15,000 | 64p | 250 X240 | ISBN 9788956186986

by Song Hyun-joo
KW 13,000 | 52p | 210X210 | ISBN 9788956187037

• Selected by Sejong Book Literature Division, 2016
• Recommended by OpenKid, 2016
• Selected Bologna Children's Book Fair Top 41 Korean
Picture Book, 2017
• Recommended by Association for Research on Children's
Publications Choice, 2017
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2017
• Selected a good book for disabled childrens by IBBY
• Recommended by OpenKid, 2016
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Rights Sold to: FRANCE, CHINA
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TREE, DANCING
A tree with full of leaves was cut down and
the only stump was left. But on the bottom of
the stump, there is the world of roots. A great
many varieties of living things with full vitality
comes to life as one.
by Bae Yoo-jung
KW 35,000 | 76p | 150X380 | ISBN 9788956187051

A MOON RABBIT, A TORTOISE, AND A SQUID

BOLOGNA
ILLUASTRATOR
OF THE YEAR
2016

A moon rabbit who lived on the moon fell down to the spring in the
forest. And a squid who lived in the sea escaped from the sushi bar fell
BOLOGNA
RAGAZZI AWARD
NEW HORIZONS
WINNER
2018

down to the spring as well. A tortoise just passed by the spring. The
Squid and the moon rabbit wants to go to the sea. Now listen to the
adventure story of these three friends going to the sea from the spring!
by Cho Soo-jin
KW 15,000 | 60p | 184 X246 | ISBN 9788956187068

• Bologna Illuastrator of the Year, 2016
• Recommended by OpenKid, 2017
• Recommended by Association for Research on Children's
Publications Choice, 2017
• Selected UE le immagini della fantasia 34th, 2017
• Bologna Ragazzi Award for
New horizons winner, 2018

Rights Sold to: CHINA
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THE VOYAGE OF THE SQUARE

THE ANTS ARE GOING UP

This is a picture book that tells us that even if the pieces

This is a picture book that carries marvelous things

are little, they can do anything if they gather strength. The

happening up the tomato tree with imagination. The

story is expressed by the composition of little pieces of

ants go up the tree. So does the cat. So do the giraffe

paper. There’s a small square. Only a small paper square,

and the monkey. But then, a problem arose. When

so thin that it feels like it’s going to tear apart. One day, the

they looked down, A bear was coming up the tree.

square says it’ll walk.

Then yum yum, the bear eats something all.

by Cha Young-kyoung
KW 13,000 | 60p | 215 X210 | ISBN 9788956187129

by Lee Hae-jin
KW 13,000 | 48p | 152X330 | ISBN 9788956187136

• Recommended by School Library Journal, 2016
• Selected Bologna Children's Book Fair Top 41 Korean
Picture Book, 2017
• Recommended by OpenKid, 2017
• Selected Guadalajara Book Fair <the representative
picture book of Korea>, 2018
Rights Sold to: CHINA
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• Recommended by OpenKid, 2016
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2017
• Selected by Book-Wing, 2017
• Selected Bologna Children's Book Fair special exhibition, 2017
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GARAETTEOK (LONG LONG RICE CAKE)

I’M A FLYING BIRD

This is a picturebook that brightly expressed garaetteok, a

This is a picture book which you could think about real freedom.

long and sticky Korean traditional rice cake. Garaetteok is

There’s a bird, weak and small. But this bird is locked in a cage.

long, so it’s good to play with. You can jump over it like a jump

The bird opened the cage and flew high toward the sky. But now

rope, and also you can bounce it like a spring. You can make

it got locked in a more stuffy place. Still, the bird flies away. Higher

garaetteok sea and swim in it, after you cut it into thin pieces.

and farther. But ended up locked inside the book. Only a reader
who reads this book could give freedom to the bird. How?

by Saida
KW 12,000 | 40p | 265X190 | ISBN 9788956187150

• Recommended by Morning Reading
Corporation, 2016
• Selected by Book-Wing, 2017
• Recommended by OpenKid, 2017
• Recommended by Morning Reading
Corporation, 2017
• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2018
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by Jo Woo
KW 13,000 | 40p | 210X210 | ISBN 9788956187259

• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2017
• Selected by Sejong Book Literature Division, 2017
• Recommended by School Library Journal, 2017
Rights Sold to: CHILE
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BOLOGNA
ILLUASTRATOR
OF THE YEAR
2017

THE OPPOSITE PIGS

THE SALT LAKE

This is a picture book that shows what relativity is, easily but deeply to

This is a picture book made with imaginations and poems

the children. There are three pigs on the left side, and more than twenty

after the author travelled the salt lake in Austrailia, and

pigs on the right side. But if you turn another page on the left, there are

spent a midsummer Christmas. She used Korea’s traditional

more than 100 pigs without any explanation. ‘The Opposite Pigs’ gives us

painting techniques that is, Natural lacquer painting- Korean

back the answer we decide by simple comparison with a question mark.

ott painting with Mother of pearl. A midsummer Christmas

by Lee Soon-ok
KW 15,000 | 60p | 180 X230 | ISBN 9788956187273

in the southern hemisphere that the author from the
northern hemisphere met for the first time!
by Jeong Hoe-yoon
KW 15,000 | 40p | 300 X200 | ISBN 9788956187280

• Bologna Illuastrator of the Year, 2017
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2017
• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2018
• Selected by Book-Wing, 2018
Rights Sold to: CHINA, TAIWAN
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• Selected Bologna Children's Book Fair
special exhibition, 2017
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GILNORI (KOREAN TRADITIONAL ROAD PLAY)

A SWEET POTATO

This book is about Korean traditional road play, Gilnori with Korean

This book is a story of sweet potatoes which is made of great

musical instruments. It introduces the journey of the Gilnori from the

observation and humor. A sweet potato that is round, long, small,

beginning to the end so that you’ll feel like you’re a part of the Gilnori

that has a bulging stomach, that has black hair all over its body,

group. You can feel the natural harmony of the Korean instruments that

and a sweet potato that looks tough. These sweet potatoes show

are used in Gilnori, which are kkwaenggwari, janggu(double-headed

off themselves with confidence saying ‘I’m also a sweet potato!’

drum with a narrow waist in the middle), the drums and the gong jing.

without any shyness. Let’s open the book and laugh out loud!

by Noeul
KW 19,500 | 80p | 249 X236 | ISBN 9788956187327

by Saida
KW 13,000 | 40p | 192 X245 | ISBN 9788956187372

• Selected by Sejong Book Literature Division, 2018
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• Recommended by OpenKid, 2017
• Selected by school Library Journal The Book of the year, 2017
• Selected by Book-Wing, 2018
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2018
• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2019
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THE FROG FLOWER

A SPRING BREEZE

Why is the nature so mysterious and beautiful all year round?

It’s spring filled with Dandelions. A child is looking for

This book says it’s because of the moonlight. <The Frog

something. But the child says “There’s nothing. Nothing.” and

Flower> expressed the moon powder which fell from the

becomes miserable. Although there are dandelions, blooming

moonlight changing the world like a fast video. A flower filled

clovers and also foxtails. Then the child suddenly says Uh? and

with moonlight becomes a frog, the frog becomes fireworks,

stare at long distance. Finally found it. One warm spring day,

and the fireworks become a butterfly. Should we open the

what could be the thing that the child wants to find?

book and find out what’s happening next?
by Koo Sin-ae
KW 14,000 | 52p | 270 X180 | ISBN 9788956187389

• Recommended by Morning Reading
Corporation, 2018
• Recommended by picturebook
Association, 2018
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by Song Hyun-joo
KW 15,000 | 52p | 210 X210 | ISBN 9788956187402

• Recommended by Morning Reading
Corporation, 2018
Rights Sold to: CHILE
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BOLOGNA
OPERA PRIMA
MENTION
2018

WHO ARE YOU?

GOAT POO GA-NA-DA

Who are you? Being so brave, stretching your body

What would you see if you follow the goat’s dung tracks? The fireflies collect

freely, jumping up being so surprised, having a friend
who’s waiting for you, not getting tired even if you

them, the llama jumps when crossing a log bridge, avoiding its dangerous
moment, and the turtle helps when a lion chases after……. The animals play by

soar up high and fall down, who are you? Having

doing stuff they’re good at. Soon the goat dung becomes braille, which lights

many adventures, spinning, meeting and splitting,

up the eyes of blind people. To someone, it might be meaningless like goat

who are you? Dancing through the beat, knocking on

dung, but to others it could be a precious thing, which guides their steps.

my door, who are you?
by An Hyo-lim
KW 15,000 | 44p | 145 X350 | ISBN 9788956187426

• Selected by Publication Industry Promotion Agency of
Korea(KPIPA),2017
• Bologna Ragazzi Award for Opera prima special mention, 2018
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2018
• Selected SHANGHAI Book Fair Top 20 Korean Picture Book, 2018
• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2019
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by Lee Na-rae
KW 15,000 | 60p | 240X235 | ISBN 9788956187433

• Recommended by Morning Reading
Corporation, 2018
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A BAD DAY

WHEN A PERSIMMON TREE CALLS

Ding-ding-ding. A sound is heard which wakes up her sweet dreams. To

Thump! A big and yellow persimmon fell from the tree. Autumn has come. A rich

Young-hee, the sound of the big clock bells is an unwelcome guest. It feels as if

story that makes us feel a twinge in the ridge of our noses. A persimmon tree

her mother is shouting, telling her to go to school. Young-hee doesn’t wake up,
even though the bell rings 8 times. “I didn’t even do my homework.....” It seems

full of green leaves and persimmons opens the first page. The persimmons are

like she doesn’t want to go to school because of her undone homework. She

tree, which kept his place beautifully, shares greetings with Yeonji, leaving one

doesn’t want to go to school, but she has no fever, and the earth doesn’t break

last persimmon. As soon as the tree loses its one last persimmon, it changes

in half, either. Will she be able to go to school safely?

its shape. Soon it becomes water, becomes river water, becomes a lake, and

ripe and the village people gather one by one, each picking a persimmon. The

becomes a blue river. Will the people still think about the tree?
by Sung Young-ran
KW 15,000 | 44p | 220X230 | ISBN 9788956187457

• Recommended by OpenKid, 2017
• Selected by Book-Wing, 2018
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2018
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by An Hyo-rim
KW 13,000 | 40p | 205X245 | ISBN 9788956187488

• Recommended by School Library Journal, 2018
• Selected Bologna Children's Book Fair special exhibition, 2018
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BOLOGNA
ILLUASTRATOR
OF THE YEAR
2018

RED

BOLOGNA
OPERA PRIMA
SPECIAL MENTION
2019

A SHADOW

Sun-ok Lee, this year’s illustrator in Bologna

There is a long shadow. A fox and a bear follow

2017, 2018, tells us a story about the color

the shadow quietly. A lion and a raccoon follow

red, which lives with us in many different

it, too. It seems as if the animals are trying to

looks. All red looks as one, but if you look

keep off the heat under a cool shade. This time,

at it more closely, it isn’t. The red color of

a monkey, a crocodile, an elephant, and a hippo

the sun feels different when it’s sunrise or

come. On the left corner, there’s a turtle too.

sunset, or the color of blood when you’re

So many animals have gathered, that live in

healthy or sick. Red that stands out, hot red,

different places. What is going on? Is the shadow

dangerous red, happy red, red wriggling out

just a tree shadow? Or is it a strange monster?

from our bodies. Red lives together with us,
with its many different looks.

by Chae Seung-yeon
KW 14,000 |40p | 205X245 | ISBN 9788956187518

by Lee Sun-ok
KW 15,000 | 60p | 210X210 | ISBN 9788956187495
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• Selected by Publication Industry Promotion Agency of
Korea(KPIPA), 2017
• Bologna Illuastrator of the Year, 2018
• Selected SHANGHAI Book Fair Top 20 Korean Picture
Book, 2018
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2018
• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2018

• Selected by Sejong Book Literature Division, 2018
• Bologna Ragazzi Award for Opera prima special mention, 2019
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2019
• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2019
• Selected by Book-Wing, 2019

Rights Sold to: FRANCE

Rights Sold to: FRANCE, DENMARK, CHINA
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THE PIGEON CRIES COO-ROO-COO
A child sleeps. But a pigeon comes into the child’s head and cries coo-roo-coo.
The child waits a little, thinking that he’ll be able to sleep soon. But this time, a cat
comes in and cries coo-coo-coo. The cat spins inside the child’s head. This time,
a cicada comes in and cries cooooo loudly. The child shouts, feeling angry. “I’m
sleeping! I’m going to sleep! “ It seems to be quiet then. They all flew away. But

THE MIRROR BOOK

more pigeons fly in and cries coo-roo-coo, inside the child’s head. Will this child be

“Emotion’ is a feeling that comes from your

able to fall asleep easily this night?

mind when something happens. This book will
help you to find your emotions. Are you ready

by Lee Hae-jin
KW 14,000 | 44p | 210X222 | ISBN 9788956187532

to find them? Let’s go!”
In this book, children can find their emotions
they’re feeling right now by themselves. They
can learn and find emotions such as shyness,
loneliness, jealousy, strangeness, confidence,
comfort, love and happiness. This book has two
holes to look through them in the mirror. They
can also rip it page by page. In the last blank
page, they can draw and write emotions that
are not inside the book.

• Recommended by School Library Journal, 2019
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by Cho Soo-jin
KW 35,000 | 40p | 260X360 | ISBN 9788956187525
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THE ERASER

THE FLOWER · THE APPLE

Is an eraser only used for erasing? Is a pencil only used for

This book is a lovely picture book with two covers and no text. A flower bloomed.

writing? On the left page of this book, a pencil repeats writing

The flower sways in the wind. The wind becomes rain and soaks the flower petals.

a letter and erasing it again. On the right page, an eraser

Their red and yellow water soaks into the ground. From there, plenty of white

starts to draw and creates a new drawing. As the letters on

flowers bloom. Those flowers fall, and a red and yellow fruit forms. The fruit

the left disappear and become illegible, the drawings on the

becomes redder and bigger, becoming an apple. Do you also think of an apple

right get erased too. What will happen next? Meet this silly

when you see a flower, and a flower when you see an apple, like this author?

world which an eraser and a pencil are creating.
by Oh Se-na
KW 15,000 | 48p | 240X237 | ISBN 9788956187914
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by Kim Yoon-kyung
KW 19,000 | 32p | 210X220 | ISBN 9788956187921
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THE RAIN APARTMENT

FOR THREE DAYS

The greatest attractiveness in this book could be found in the change of

My grandma is my best friend. But I don’t like it when she calls me

abstract images which could be easily seen in normal life to conceptual images.

mom and asks me to play. Today, I don’t see her when I come back

This picture book made images of humans and animals from abstract images

home from school. People told me that she passed away.

reflected in rainwater. The readers can look at interesting images only with

My grandma told me once that her mother was “Far away”,

pictures of the rain puddles, however, this book also allows them to open the

maybe she also went there to see her mother.

door to a newer world by adding graphic design images, printed on tracing paper.

I hope she comes back soon. It’s really boring without my best friend.

by Kim Yeon-hee | Illus. by Cha Young-kyoung
KW 29,000 | 52p | 210X215 | ISBN 9788956187952

by Sung Young-ran
KW 15,000 | 40p | 220X230 | ISBN 9788956187976

• Selected by Sejong Book Literature Division, 2018
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41

YOU ARE THE SOUND

SLURP, CHOMP-CHOMP!

This book is filled with the author’s imagination, how she thinks that the

Where would this place be? Would it be the place where the monsters live?

flapping of wings of the birds is a sound coming from a piano. What would be

No! This is a place where you should visit once a month, or once in several

happening in the sky while the birds fly thousand kilometers towards the south

months. So it’s also a very familiar place to us. For some children and adults,

night and day? However, they sometimes meet strong wind, and have trouble,

this is a place where they do not want to go at all. There are scissors which go

being swept away by rainstorms. Sometimes they pass a steep mountain peak,

‘snip-snip’ behind me, and blazing fire which makes things burn.

and go across the rough seas. These songs, which we don’t see are hidden in

This picture book shows us a hair salon from a different point of view.

the dance of the birds filled with fantasy when we look at the sky.

Pictures are only drawn by rollers, the big and red letters are expressed with
texts and the small letters are expressed with typography, which suggests

by Shin Yoomi
KW 19,000 | 44p | 290X240 | ISBN 9788956187990

the idea of a hair salon. With those images, you can see the ordinary world
with a new point of view.
					
					

• Selected by Arts Council Korea Literature
Division, 2019
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by Cho Seul-ki
KW 29,000 | 32p | 386X338 |ISBN 9788956188126

• Selected by Publication Industry Promotion
Agency of Korea(KPIPA), 2018
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THE DANCE

THE ICEBERG

“Chopsticks dance? No way. How could chopsticks dance?”

There is an iceberg on the blue sea. As you turn the pages, the number

We dance holding chopsticks at least twice or three times

of icebergs is increasing. White icebergs are piling up and filling the

a day. We danced while we picked up side dishes, and also

pages. Then animals appear among the icebergs. Before long, they start

while we ate noodles. Chopsticks can’t dance alone. It’s

to melt. They all melt away until only one iceberg is left. What is this

because they have to pick up something in order to dance.

iceberg? Sometimes our tiny little behavior makes a huge difference in

Unskilled dance is fine, when you dance with your partner.

consequence, like the butterfly effect. The fate of the icebergs might be on

From now on, look at how the chopsticks dance. And dance

our fingertips to pull out a tissue paper out of the tissue box every day.

together with them. You will then realize that you had a great
partner beside you.

by Oh Se-na
KW 19,000 | 40p | 350X175 |ISBN 9788956188164

by Lee Se-kyung
KW 19,500 | 80p | 80X285 | ISBN 9788956188133

• Selected by Publication Industry Promotion
Agency of Korea(KPIPA), 2018
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• Selected by Book-Wing, 2020
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CHASING THE CHICKEN

WE ARE HERE IN THE ZOOS

A dog is chasing a chicken. The chicken is running away. A snake joined their

The story is told by Leo the Lion. “I live in a

game of tag. This is a lovely flip book. When you turn the pages rapidly,

zoo. I’m always surrounded by people. This

the pictures appear to animate. Flip books are very simple, but they keep

is not the life I dreamed of. I know it’s almost

you flipping the pages over and over again. All the characters in this book

impossible, but I used to dream of escaping.

are made from simple figures like circles, squares, triangles. You can make

Now, I’m just trying to face reality. Even

those charming characters alive by your fingers anytime you want.

though there’s no hope, we eat every day. If I
die, another friend would come and replace

by Hwang Sang-mi
KW 15,000 | 256p | 140X70 | ISBN 9788956188171

my position. I wouldn’t dare to have a baby
even if I fell in love. How wants to hand down
those agonies to their children. My only hope
is to be born somewhere else in my next life.”
by Huh Jung-yoon
Illus. by Ko Jeong-soon
KW 14,000 | 44p | 190X300 | ISBN 9788956188195

• Selected Children's Eco Book by Eco Justice, 2019
Rights Sold to: TAIWAN
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THE RABBITS IN THE MOON

HERE COMES THE WAVES

In Author’s previous book,《The Sweeper Rabbit》, rabbits have left the

A child builds a sandcastle. He tries to build the castle higher

Earth and settled in the Moon. Fruits and vegetables are abundant in their

and stronger than the waves, but soon the castle collapses.

new home. On the day of harvesting, something strange happened. The

Other kids gather and they build another sandcastle higher

stars were getting farther away. Rabbit village became dark, and everybody

than before, but this one is also crushed by big waves. Why

panicked. Chief rabbit ordered scientist rabbits to find a way to bring the

they build castles in a dangerous place? They know the waves

stars back. Scientist rabbits made a butterfly net, a slingshot, a big balloon,

will come and destroy their castles. Actually, that’s why they

but none of them did work well. Could they bring the stars back?

build castles on a sandy beach. It makes them more fun and
alive, unlike adults who are always being practical.

by Han Ho-jin
KW 14,000 | 44p | 260X237
ISBN 9788956188348
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by An Hyo-lim
KW 15,000 | 44p | 300X160 | ISBN 9788956188355
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ECHOING FROM THE WOODS OVER THE RIVER

THE TRAIN GOES CHOO-CHOO

After days of heavy rain, a child went outside, and he found a little elephant in the

There are numbers of trains in the world, but this one is very suspicious

bushes. The child was worried about the elephant and tried to find a way to help

and dangerous. Are you ready to go on a strange journey with this train?

him. Since then, they spent time together every day, and they became friends. One

Here we go! The train on a winding railroad has departed. Oddly, every

day, the elephant led the child to a path that he had never been before. He heard

path the train passed through became flat. No matter how the roads were

mysterious sounds coming from the forest over the river. As they went deep into

bumpy, rough, blocked by obstacles, the train went through briskly and

the forest, the sound became stronger. It was other elephants waiting for them.

made everything flat. What’s the secret of the train? Oh, if you want to

The little elephant had to go with his family. The child didn’t want to be parted

take this train, you need to prepare your clothes to wear tomorrow.

from his friend. “I wish I could say hello to you in your language.” the child said.
by Lee Se-mi
KW 13,000 | 56p | 275X190 | ISBN 9788956188409
					
					
					

by Lee Woo-yeon
KW 14,000 | 40p | 276X225
ISBN 9788956188362

• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2020
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OUR HOME

A LITTLE FLOWER

When you go for a walk, what do you see in the landscape? There are trees

A boy started to build a brick house. The

and flowers. But if you look more closely, you can see small animals and

higher the wall rose, the bigger the boy got.

insects in it. A tiny hole on the ground is a gate of the house for ants. You can

A girl came to the boy who sat alone in his

find a beehive in the trees, and nest of harvest-mice among the reeds. Even

own house. The girl gave a small flower

small grass could be a home for many animals. Just as your home is precious,

to the boy. To return the flower, the boy

so are their ones. Lower your eyes, and meet those beautiful creatures.

stepped out of his house and got a chance
to smell the little yellow flower on the field.

by Song Hyun-joo
KW 15,000 | 40p | 272X220 | ISBN 9788956188423

The boy decided to help the girl who wanted
to see a very tall flower she couldn’t reach.
The boy broke his house and made stairs
for her with the bricks. After that, they
started to build a house together, and the
boy became the same size as the girl. The
little flower leads the boy out of his own
castle and gives him a new experience. It's a
beautiful picture book that tells you how to
relate to other people, or to the world.
by Bandalyoung
• Selected by Publication Industry Promotion
Agency of Korea(KPIPA), 2019
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63 DAYS

THE RED CHAIR

The doll factory is busy. The more it makes, the more it

All animals want to sit on a red chair. Even

finds an efficient way to produce the dolls. This is a picture

though it is cramped and uncomfortable, they

book about ‘puppies born in human hands.’ It shows

cram in and climb onto the chair. What is this

horrific facts that there are people running a puppy mill

red chair? It is something that everyone wants to

and that our beloved pets might be coming from the mill.

have, a symbol of our desire. What will happen

They treat our pet as a product made by a machine, and

next? Would the animals fight each other? Or

you can’t find any respect for life in the mill. The artist

would they compromise and make a peace?

chooses an etching technique to illustrate symbolically a

Who will win the chair in the end? The author

cold metallic human attitude of disrespect for life.

leads the story to an unexpected way.

by Huh Jung-yoon
Illus. by Ko Jeong-soon
KW 15,000 | 44p | 315X253
ISBN 9788956188560

by Whang Sook-Kyung
KW 15,000 | 48p | 178X259 | ISBN 9788956188577

• Selected by ARKO Book Literature Division,
2020
• Recommended by Association for Research on
Children's Publications Choice, 2021
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THE BOX OF IMAGINATION

SCHOLAR'S ACCOUTREMENTS

A turtle comes out of the box. A square gets into

This is a folding screen picture book containing

the box, and then a pig comes out. After a circle,

the stories of the twelve zodiac animals. The front

a deer comes out. What is this mysterious box?

side of the book shows the unique paintings of

Letters start watching the process, and they

scholar’s accoutrements in the form of Korean

rush into the box with hope of rebirth. Tickling,

folk paintings. Enjoy finding those twelve animals

shaking, and wriggling… what would come out

hidden between the books and many objects

of the box next?

on a bookshelf. The back side of the book, you

by Oh Ha-Na
KW 15,000 | 40p | 295X200 | ISBN 9788956188607

can read twelve fascinating stories that give you
glimpse of Korean traditional culture.
by Kim Ji-yoon
KW 22,000 | 28p | 150X340 | ISBN 9788956189291
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MY GRANDMOTHER

ONCE I WAS

This is a picture book created by an artist, who spent her

How do you remember many moments

childhood in Jeju island, interweaving the scenery of the

in your life? What do you look like in your

island with a story of her grandmother. Her grandmother,

own memory? Before you open this

who was once a haenyeo (female diver), is now lying on a

book, think about your past days. This is

bed. Her back turns blue like a whale. She says she wants to

a picture book about your story recorded

see the ocean. Granddaughter sits her grandmother on a

by your hair that spent every moment

wheelchair, and they go out for a walk one last time, walking

with you. After reading the book, fill in the

into the beautiful scenery of the island where grandmother

uncompleted sentence on the cover with

spent all her life.

your own words.
by Jeong Eun-jin
KW 15,000 | 40p | 270X227

by Ji-Woo
KW 17,000 | 56p | 222X270 | ISBN 9788956189598

ISBN 978895618932
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I HAVE FORGOTTEN

ARE YOU BORED?

A bus is running toward somewhere. It keeps running

This picture book is full of imagination

and running past bustling people and cars in the city and

that is like the magic visiting a bored child.

absorbs lights around it. The lights from streetlamps

It’s especially quite boring today.

and the headlights of cars, buildings, cell phones…. The

Is there anything fun?

halo of the bus grows bigger and bigger. Why is the bus

It’s still boring even if you twist around and

collecting the lights? Where does all the lights go? At the

mutter to yourself.

end of the journey of following the bus, you will realize

In such a case, close your eyes and go on an

something you have forgotten.
by Cheon Joon-Hyung
KW 19,000 | 44p | 300X150 | ISBN 978895618984

adventure.
As long as you have imagination, you can go
anywhere
and become anything you want at anytime.
So now, shall we feel the joy of imagination
together?

by Hyeon-Mi
KW 15,000 | 40p | 250X250
ISBN 9788956180038
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MY LITTLE BIRD

WE ARE SWEET POTATOES

It tells an embroidery story that bloomed little

This is an adventure story filled with laughter

by little from the author’s fingertips, recording

happened when different sweet potatoes get together.

the time between “my bird and me”.

This time, those sweet potatos, who ended each

It’ll allow you to discover new things from trivial

sentence with “kuma” in the previous work A SWEET

matters and look at the world from a different

POTATO, come back speaking the Chungcheong-do

perspective.

dialect.

It’ll help open the closed “me” and make you

Sweet potatoes who are different from each other will

embrace the world.

go on a dangerous but cheerful adventure together.

It’ll be the beginning of you seeing what you

They will pass by steep uphills, dangerous holes,

focus on differently and making a change.

deep rivers and cliffs. There’s nothing they can’t do

Just as the happiness you haven’t found might

when they are together.

start from a little flowerpot, wish you to enjoy

Pwu-wang! Bo-ok! Pororo! If you read along, you can

discovering the small happiness around.

improve your literacy and speaking rapidly.

by Bak Yun-jeong

by Saida

KW 18,000 | 36p | 231X215 | ISBN 9788956180120

KW 15,000 | 40p | 192X245
ISBN 9788956181196
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킨더랜드 픽처북스

MY FATHER’S KNEE IS MY SEAT
Mung is puppy and Yang is cat.
they are pets that live together. Mung likes to play and Yang is chic.
they are important friends, but I forget them as soon as my dad leaves the office.
they also want to play with Dad, but he is mine.
But I think I’ll have to share my father’s knee seat today.
Because …
by Na Eun-kyung
KW 12,000 | 40p | 218X210 | ISBN 9788956187464

Right Sold to : TAIWAN
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BLUE DUCK

PLANTING BEANS

The blue duck found a baby crocodile in the blue pond.

A child who goes out into the field along with her

the baby crocodile calls her”Mom!”

grandmother will watch bean planting.

From that day the blue duck take care of baby crocodile.

leveling ground, sprinkling water, mixing fertilizer,

And They become a family. While the crocodile grows, they have a happy time.

covering vinyl ... ... . The process of planting beans is full

But as time goes by, the memory of the blue duck disappears.

of grandmother’s wisdom and waiting. How do I grow a

Now the blue duck does not remember the crocodile. and The blue duck is

bean?

becoming a baby. Now the crocodile is the duck’s mother.

Even if it pests come, beans grow in the sun and rain.
And finally it will bear fruit in bean pods.

by Lilia
KW 13,000 | 48p | 238X190 | ISBN 9788956187501

The grandmother’s soybean farming seems to
be abundant this year, and while bean grows, the
grandmother and granddaughter’s hearts become
richer.

• Selected by Arts Council Korea Literature Division,
2018
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation,
2019
• Recommended by Association for Research on
Children's Publications Choice, 2019
• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2019
Rights Sold to: SPAIN, FRANCE, GERMANY, ITALY,
JAPAN, TAIWAN, CHINA
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by Shin Bo-reum
KW 19,000 | 32p | 110X220 | ISBN 9788956187945

• Elected by Book-Wing, 2019
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2019
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THE OLD MAN NEXT DOOR

THE BROTHER AND SISTER

I’m scared of the old man living next door.

Heo Nanseolheon is a great poet who was

He yells at me: “Boy, do you not say hello?”

born in the Joseon Dynasty when was a highly

whenever he sees me. Then I get afraid and

conservative era for women's social activities.

quickly run towards my house. Why can’t the

Her brother Heo Kyun is also one of the famous

old man be lovely as a baby? However, today

novelists from the era. He started to write

the old man plays with paper disks with the

poems in his 9. They were teachers to each other,

children. Would the children be playing with

they helped each other to grow as writers. Heo

him, because they aren’t afraid of him? I would

Nanseolheon died young. Heo Kyun missed his

also play with him, only if he doesn’t yell at me.

sister all his life. This is a unique picture book

When would I be able to be not afraid of the

with their letters you could find loving hearts and

old man?

friendship of them in it.

by Ha Young
KW 14,000 | 44p | 215X260 | ISBN 9788956187983

by Huh Jung-yoon
Illus. by Ju Ri
KW 20,000 | 64p | 140X290 | ISBN 9788956188393

• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2019
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IT’S LASHING DOWN

A DAY WITHOUT LITTLE BROTHER

It starts to rain. Pitter patter raindrops are

My little brother was sick today. I needed to

falling down. The thicker and louder the sound

go to school alone without him. I stepped on

of water drops, the more a child scowl. The

a piece of gum on my way to school. I broke

scattering rain is now lashing down. The kid

crayons in art class. Everything went wrong

finally screams, "I can’t hold any longer! What

and whatever I did didn’t feel good. This is

was the kid holding on to? This is charming

a humoristic picture book that expresses a

book with full of wits that gives you a huge

child's emotions with fruits and colors.

laugh like a summer shower. Meet this adorable
child and feel great liberation with him at the
end of the book.

by Summer Flower
KW 13,000 | 32p | 190X233 | ISBN 9788956189284

by Jea-Hee
KW 13,000 | 36p | 190X230 | ISBN 9788956188621

• Recommended by Reading Corporation, 2020
• Selected by ARKO Book Literature Division, 2020
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MINKEY’S HAIR SALON

A PERFECT TIMING

Minkey got his hair shaved. Dami teased

My stomach is growling. This is definitely an

Minkey for his baldness. Minkey decided

emergency situation, but there is no solution

to get revenge on Dami. But that night,

whatsoever. I shouldn’t have eaten steamed

Dami was taken to the hospital on an

sweet potatoes too much in the morning. I

ambulance, and a few days later Dami

cannot fall prey to my classmates like hyenas

showed up with bald head. Minkey’s

who like to tease. I need to hold as long as I

revenge was done, but he didn’t feel good.

can and find a perfect timing to fart without

On a dark night, Minkey's hair shop was

the kids knowing. But when will it come? The

lit all night long. What was Minkey doing

more you turn the pages, the more serious the

during that night?

situation becomes.

by Yoon So-Jin
KW 14,000 | 48p | 223X220 | ISBN 9788956189307

by Nam Dong-wan
KW 14,000 | 40p | 192X245 | ISBN 9788956189628
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WELCOME TO GREAT WALL

GREEN TURTLE

Great Wall is the name of a Chinese

This is a picture book depicting my lovely family.

restaurant my dad runs. My dad cooks and

We understand each other even without words

my mom delivers. My grandmother and I

Our love gets deeper and deeper as we stay together.

used to go to kindergarten together. While

As I grow up, I sometimes encounter my parents who are becoming children. As time

I was playing with my friends, she learned

goes by, each of us lives a quiet life and learns to play the exchanged roles. When I face

Hangul. The menu of our restaurant

difficulties, my family is waiting for me, thinking about the times we held and cared for each

is different from that of other Chinese

other.

restaurants, because it lists the food in
the order of grandma's favorites, and the
restaurant sign is also put upside down.
Dad has changed the sign to make it easier
for my grandmother to see it from the sky.

by Lilia
KW 15,000 | 64p | 238X190

by Lee Jung-Rok | Illus. by Kim Yu-Kyung
KW 15,000 | 40p | 194X280 | ISBN 9788956189826

ISBN 9788956180021

•Winner of Goblin Picture Book Award, 2021
•Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2022
• Selected by World Book's Day, 2021
• Recommended by Encouragement book of Seoul
Education Office, 2021
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•Selected by Book Wings, 2022
Rights Sold to: CHINA, FRANCE
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LONG RUNNING

THE OCEAN SUNFISH

Life is a long running.

This is a picture book adopted from the well-

But it is not a lonely fight but running with someone

konwn common saying about the fragile

together.

ocean sunfish.

When we look around, there must be someone

The story is told by a small fish living in the

running with us,

Mola Mola sea about a very timid ocean

and also someone supporting us.

sunfish.

We are all in this long running where we compete

The cute and humorous pictures and

with and help each other. It’s okay to run slowly or

cartoon-like composition help extract the joy

even take a little break.

to the fullest.

However, take a deep breath and never stop.

Let’s go on a trip with the ocean sunfish and
the small fish!

by Lee Ha-jin
KW 15,000 | 40p | 221X285
ISBN 9788956180045

by Lee Seon-ju
KW 15,000 | 44p | 246X215
ISBN 9788956180144
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A STORY OF INVENTIONS THAT CAN ONLY FOUND IN THE SODA DESERT

SKING’S INVENTION NOTE

I EXTEND GREETINGS TO YOU
This picture book helps children grow up to be

Hobby is experimentation, specialty is invention! This

polite.

book tells a story filled with lovely and wild inventions

Extend to you the greetings that can brighten the

which could only found in the Soda Desert.

world.

From extraordinary ideas and experimental records,

Min-cheol gets up the courage to say hello first,

to interesting sketches and information on completed

so the expressions of his expressionless neighbors

inventions, everything about those inventions that

start to change.

can comfort your heart has been recorded.

No matter when and where, greeting is always a

Let’s read this picture book that can lead us to the

key to open the closed heart door. You can figure

lovely Soda Desert world with fantastic colors and

out how small courage and kindness will make a

warm touches.

difference around you.
by Lee Han-jae

by Syasyamiu
KW 15,000 | 64p | 180X230

KW 14,000 | 32p | 190X247
ISBN 9788956180342

ISBN 9788956180335
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ONE RED GLOVE

LONG TIME NO SEE!

The time we spent together will never disappear.

A warm and lovely memory trip to childhood.

A warm greeting to the one of a pair of gloves in the

I was tidying up the attic on the weekend for the flea

world.

market.

One cold winter day, the red glove, who fell on the

But what is this? I met an unexpected friend in the

road and was left alone, hit on the road to find its

attic.

lost pair.

It had been a long time since I played with my

It saw its pair walk across the street, so it ran with all

friends,

its might.

so I felt like I turned into a child again.

But that was not the one it was looking for.

Even though I’m all grown up now,

Worn out for looking for its lost pair, the red glove

sometimes I have fun playing like a little child.

began to walk to wherever it can go. Will it finally be

It was a magical time when the attic became the

able to meet its pair again?

largest playground in the world!
What happened in the attic that day?

80

by Satoshi Iriyama | tans. by Hwang Jin-hui

by Davide Cali | illus. by Marie d’Orleans | trans. by Lee Suk-jin

KW 13,000 | 40p | 210X257

KW 14,000 | 32p | 197X330

ISBN 9788956181943

ISBN 9788956181764
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THE FLOWER-PATTERNED CAT
SOAP
“I’m a flower-patterned cat soap. People have

always loved me. But one day, I was abandoned.”
We live hard day by day for various reasons.
But at times we can’t help wondering if I’m being
consumed too much or if my daily life is too

WHEN I DRAW
When I draw flowers, butterflies fly in.
When I draw trees, I can hear the birds
singing. When I draw water, fishes dance.
When I draw the moon, rabbits come and
lookup. when I draw the forest, a tiger

impassive. This story, which happens to a flower-

growls. This is a picture book that makes

patterned cat soap who has always been loved and

you wonder what the line will be, and what

wanted to be loved and other two soaps who want

animal will come next. Also, you will enjoy

to be recognized as precious, may pat your heart.

the unique style of Korean traditional folk
paintings of this book.

by So Ho-rang
KW 18,000 | 40p | 210X257
ISBN 9788956181981

by Kim Ji-yoon
KW 9,500 | 16p | 180X190 | ISBN 9788956188379

• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2020
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킨더랜드 지식놀이터

WHOSE BABY IS IT?
What if one day a cute baby comes to our
home? Having a new family member is
a happy and joyful event for everyone.
This is a board book that welcomes a new
baby that has just moved into our house.
The baby greets everyone, saying hello to
flowers, butterflies, ants, caterpillars, birds,
rabbits, chicks and cats. Everyone in the
house love this little cute baby.
by Hong Ji-Ni
KW 11,000 | 22p | 190X200 | ISBN 9788956188591

• Selected by ARKO Book Literature Division, 2020
• Selected by Bookstart Choice, 2021
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THE ALIEN WHO WENT TO A LIBRARY
An alien has landed on the Earth. He first
went to a public library to get information
about the Earth. He made a membership
card and started looking around the library.
He found out since when libraries had
existed on the Earth, where the first library
was built in South Korea, and how the
libraries have evolved…. He experienced
many things you can do in the library and
observed what people were doing there.
This is a picture book where you can learn
everything about the library by following
the alien.
by Park Mi-Sook, Choi Hyang-Sook
Illus. by Kim Joong-Seock
KW 13,000 | 48p | 220×293 | ISBN 9788956187549
• Selected by Sejong Book Literature Division, 2018
• Recommended by School Library Journal, 2019
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THE GOBLINS WHO WENT TO A BROADCASTING STATION
The three goblin musketeers who went
to a broadcasting station will tell you
everything about the station. In the goblin
world, a teacher goblin gave the three
goblin musketeers homework. ‘Go down
to the human world and bring something
most interesting!’ When they arrived in the
human world, they found many interesting
machines, and one of them was television.
They also learned that broadcasting stations
create every content for the television.
In this book, exciting stories about
broadcasting stations unfolds with the three
goblins who visit a broadcasting station.
by Song hae-jung | Illus. by Ji Woo
KW 13,000 | 48p | 220×293 | ISBN 9788956188188
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2021
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킨더랜드 이야기극장

CHANGING MY MOM
My mom is so different from other moms.
She's quirky and sometimes even suspicious.
I have a twin sister, and we’ve been through
many things together. Have you ever eaten the
same food all week? Well, we have. Because my
mom doesn't really care about cooking. Then
one day, mom suddenly starts taking good
care of her hair. I don’t know what she is up to.
My discontent about her piles up. Then I find
out that my mom has been growing her hair
to make wigs for sick children. This is a story
about children, who used to be unhappy with
their mom, gradually understanding her and
realizing that she is a person with a warmer
heart than anyone else in the world.
by Jung Im-Jo | Illus. by Kim Ye-Ji
KW 11,000 | 116p | 173×220 | ISBN 9788956186702
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GIVE MY ALLOWANCES BACK
As children grow and develop social
relationships and a sense of independence,
allowance is probably a common topic of
conversation between parents and children.
One of the biggest wishes of 3rd and 4th
graders who want to do many things on their
own is probably getting allowances from
their parents. But it is not an easy decision for
parents to give money to children who lacks
the knowledge of economy. In this book, you
can think about how to use allowances wisely
through the trials and errors of the main
character.
by Park Hyun-Sook | Illus. by Oh Eun-Ok
KW 11,000 | 136p | 170×220 | ISBN 9788956187242
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A VIRUS OF RUMOR
On Monday afternoon, Jae-hoon collapsed
from unidentified sickness. On Wednesday
Senna collapsed, too. Jeong-eun said she saw
a red spot on Senna’s wrist. Anxiety started to
spread among the students. The following day,
Sung-su also got a red spot. The school was
closed temporarily. The number of patients was
increasing without knowing what the disease
really was. Doubt, mistrust and conjecture
prevailed in their group chat room. What really
made those kids sick? Was it the unknown
sickness or the rumors?
by Choi Hyeong-mi | Illus. by Lee Gap-gyu
KW 11,000 | 168p | 173X220 | ISBN 9788956187396
• Selected by Publication Industry Promotion Agency of
Korea(KPIPA), 2017
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ANNIE, THE LANKY PIG

LULU IN A SECRET FOREST

Annie, a pig who was quite well off, because
she received a huge inheritance from her

Ji-yu is swept away by the flood and ended

owner. Yet, she suffered from anorexia. Kai

up in a strange forest. She met Lulu, a

and Pew, slum cats who wander the streets

mysterious creature like a fairy in the forest.

every day looking for food. They became

She had to return to her home but she

skinny for different reasons. And then one day,

couldn’t find the way. To help her, Lulu came

they happened to meet each other and caught

down to the human world with her. They

by a cat smuggler. From then on, their rough

happened to learn the truth of the town dam

adventure unfolded. This is an interesting story

collapse, and because of that, they were in

that makes you think about true happiness

serious trouble. Some adults in the village

throughout the journey they took.

plotted to get rid of Ji-yu and Lulu to avoid the
responsibility of faulty construction. Could

by Jo Chan-yang | Illus. by Lee Gap-gyu
KW 11,000 | 116p | 173X220 | ISBN 9788956187471
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2019

Ji-yu and Lulu correct the old legend of the
secret forest?
by Lee Seung-min | Illus. by Heo Gu
KW 12,000 | 176p | 173X220 | ISBN 9788956187969
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2019

THE CAT KNOWS
Cheol-gu was unexpectedly nominated as a
class presidential candidate by his teacher’s
recommendation. He didn’t know what to
do while the other candidates announced
campaign pledges and prepared debates.
That’s when a strange cat appeared out of
nowhere and told him that he could be elected
if he would do what she said. He didn’t listen to
the cat properly and gave out rice cakes to his
classmates. Because of that, he was blamed
for corrupting the election. This is book allows
children to think about what justice is from the
things the characters are going through in the
election for class president.
by Park hyeon-suk | Illus. by Ji Woo
KW 11,000 | 152p | 173X220 | ISBN 9788956187938
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2019
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A VIRUS OF GOOD LUCK

THE LEGENDARY TREASURE MAP

Jae-hoon happened to win two toys in a row

Chul-gu learned that some old stuff could be

from a claw machine, and that made him

very expensive antiques from a television show.

popular among his classmates. Moreover

After searching the storeroom, he found an old

he got attention from Jeong-eun who is his

map. He thought it was a treasure map. He went

favorite. After that, Jae-hoon became obsess

out for treasure-hunting, but it only got himself

with the claw machine game and the number

into trouble. A mysterious cat appeared in front

of ‘likes’ on SNS. Jae-hoon ended up lying to get

of him and helped him to find out what was the

more attention. Was the toys really something

secret of the map. It turned out the map shows

that brought him good luck? This book tells you

a way to the hometown of his great grandfather

that learning to acknowledge yourself the way

who left home in North Korea during the Koran

you are is a very important part of growing,

War. This is a book that gives children a chance

instead of being swayed by reputations of

to think about the history and reality of our

others.

country through warm and humorous stories.

by Choi Hyeong-mi | Illus. by Lee Gap-gyu
KW 12,000 | 144p | 173X220 | ISBN 9788956188416

by Park hyeon-suk | Illus. by Ji Woo
KW 12,000 | 152p | 173X220 | ISBN 9788956188430

• Selected by Publication Industry Promotion Agency of
Korea(KPIPA), 2019
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I'M NOT OKAY

IT’S WEDNESDAY AGAIN AND AGAIN!

Jaram lives with her mom in a small room in

Have you ever imagined the same day

the corner of a restaurant her mom runs. She

repeating over and over? And what if the

considers herself an unhappy girl. Her dad never

day was your worst day? Seon-ae just had

comes to see Jaram after breaking up with her

the worst day ever and she never wants to

mother, her mom never buys her a bunker bed

go through it again. But when she woke up,

she wants, and there is also a woman works in

yesterday repeated again, September 16.

her mother’s restaurant she doesn’t really like…,

What on earth is going on? This is a time

Jaram is not okay any of them. This is a story for

loop story that makes you look back on your

everyone who pretended to be okay but was

past days. Have you ever hurt someone

really not okay at all.

unknowingly? Let's go on a strange and yet
interesting time travel with Seon-ae!

by Park Bo-Ram | Illus. by Ko Jeong-soon
KW 11,000 | 100p | 173×220 | ISBN 9788956189314
• Recommended by Morning Reading Corporation, 2021

by Lee Seung-Min | Illus. by Yoon Tea-Kyu
KW 11,000 | 88p | 173×220 | ISBN 9788956189390
• Selected by Publication Industry Promotion Agency of
Korea(KPIPA), 2020
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I WANT TO BUY NEW EYES THAT HAVEN'T SEEN ANYTHING

여섯번째봄

Gong-won is so stressed because he has
special eyes. He sees things that no one
else can see, and things that he doesn’t
want to see. Then one day, an argument
erupts among his classmates, and they
come to Gong-won and ask him to tell
them what he sees. It's a complicated
situation; he hesitates whether to tell them
or not. Gong-won thinks to himself ‘Oh
God, I want to have new eyes that haven’t
seen anything.’
by Je Seoung-Eun | Illus. by Jung Eun-Sun
KW 12,000 | 96p | 173×220 | ISBN 9788956189956
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THE CHILD OF PARADISE

THE DISTURBANCE(PRONOUNCED SO-RAN IN KOREAN) INSIDE ME

When Soo-young’s mother left home after

Mu-yeon lives with her mother and Mrs. Song, who accepted her

divorce, his father became the only family he

mother So-yeon pregnant with her at a young age, and the three

can rely on, but meanwhile, Soo-young was

then became a family.

uncomfortable with his father. One day, a

Mu-yeon’s mother never talks about her father and how she was

suspicious visitor comes. Actually, Soo-young

born. And the gazes from people around always seem to say “those

has been worried about his friend’s words about

from nowhere.” In the middle of all these, Mu-yeon lives with no

seeing his father dating a woman. But when the

emotions, trying hard not to be hurt.

woman suddenly appears, saying “I’m a tutor

So-ran, a transfer student, makes Mu-yeon always feel disturbed

employed by your father,” his mind becomes

as they get closer. So-ran who seems similar with Mu-yeon,

complicated.

and Min-hye, an old friend who inadvertently spit out Mu-yeon’s

Does the old-fashioned dad really have a

secrets.

girlfriend?

Is it So-ran or Min-hye that complicates Mu-yeon’s mind?
Or is it herself?

by Nam Sang-sun
KW 12,000 | 160p | 140×205
ISBN 9788956181936

by Go Jeong-sun
KW 12,000 | 136p | 140×205
ISBN 9788956181950
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THE SIXTH SPRING BOOKS TO BE RELEASED
Introduction to the two works of The Sixth Spring Series
which are scheduled to be released in the first half of 2022.

봄날의
썸썸썸
(가제)

SOMETHING IN SPRING DAYS
(working title, to be released in March)

Yu-jeong has no choice but to live with her
grandmother because she wants to live in the
city, but she tries hard to keep distance from her
grandmother and stick to her own lifestyle.
The cynical granddaughter in middle school and the
elegant grandmother.
Their empathy, solidarity, and growth beyond the

THE MURDERER LIVING NEXT DOOR

times of the two women who seem to have nothing
in common.

One night when the whole country is in an uproar
by Tak Gyeong-eun

over a serial murder, a suspicious man moves to

KW 12,000 | 152p | 140×205

the next door of Da-rae.
After he moves in, a mysterious incident occurred
where cats were killed one after another in this
apartment complex.
The camera installed by the criminal has been
found......
The suspicious man living next door and the
mystery tracker owned by a girl who is a wouldbe detective.

내 어깨
위
두 친구
(가제)

TWO FRIENDS ON MY SHOULDERS
(working title, scheduled to be released in March)

What if the trauma shows up and talks to me?
Rabbit has a black friend that is invisible to
others.
The black friend doesn’t leave Rabbit alone
wherever they go, whoever they meet, even in
the dreams.
At times it’s scary and boring, but at other times

by Seon Ja-eun

it seems to become a strength to the lonely

by 12,000 | 136p | 140×205

Rabbit. Rabbit’s life begins to change as new

ISBN 9788956181998

encounters come and go......
by Lee Su-yeon
KW 22,000 | 216p | 175×245

• Selected by the Diverse Cartoon Production Support
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Project, Korea Manhwa Contents Agency, 2021

우리 아이 자존감 살리기 프로젝트!

교과서 옆에 두고 보는 가장 쉬운 어린이 사전

Grow up and learn to understand yourself and care about others.

현직 교사가 집필한 개념 사전

These picture books can help learn to express emotions bravely.

입학 전 어린이와 초등학교 저학년 어린이를 위한 쉬운 해설
개정 교과서 반영 및 필요한 개념 어휘 수록
학교 공부에 필요한 기본 교과 모음

신간

1. You can do it well

2. I feel angry

3. There’s no shame in crying

1. 국어가 좋아지는 국어사전 2. 수학이 풀리는 수학사전
글 오성균 | 그림 류미선

4. Mom tells me off for
everything

5. I feel so scared

6. Nobody likes me

4. 과학이 즐거운 과학사전
글 이진희 | 그림 이국희

글 이강숙 | 그림 이국희

5. 상식이 쌓이는 상식사전
글 정윤경 | 그림 류미선

3. 사회가 보이는 사회사전
글 황은희 | 그림 이국희

6. 말 잘하고 글 잘 쓰는 표현사전
글 최형미 | 그림 최해영

KINDERLAND IT’S OKAY, SERIES

킨더랜드 책가방 시리즈

This is a series of books that could encourage children to find what they really want and
appropriately understand and express their feelings when they are scared, scolded, sad, or
angry.
The attitude of knowing and valuing their own feelings could make children understand and care
for others. It can be the beginning of overcoming all of the difficulties to have the courage to
express emotions.

학교생활을 시작한 어린이들에게 필요한 책들을 담은 시리즈입니다.
낯선 학교생활을 시작하면서부터 새로운 것들을 배워 나가는 학교 공부까지,
어린이들에게 필요한 내용들을 담았습니다.
수업 시간에 학습 내용을 잘 몰라 당황할 때, 좀 더 알고 싶은 지식이 있을 때,
학교생활을 좀 더 잘하고 싶을 때마다 꺼내 볼 수 있는 책들을 담은
<킨더랜드 책가방> 시리즈는 어린이들에게 자신감과 지혜를 주는 책들로 엮어 갑니다.

Drawings pop up! Voices pop up! Pop-up Books for World Masterpieces
Encounter the world’s masterpieces with pop-up books!
Press the “say pen” and it will read the book and the main characters will talk.

Press the icon with the “say pen”
and scan the pictures and texts!

1. Snow White

2. The Little Mermaid

3. Hansel and Gretel

Original work by Brothers Grimm
Written and illustrated by Blue Moon

original Andersen
written and illustrated by Blue Moon

original work by Brothers Grimm
written and illustrated by Blue Moon

4. Aladdin

5. Red Riding Hood

original work from Persian folktales
written and illustrated by Blue Moon

original work by Brothers Grimm
written and illustrated by Blue Moon

KINDERLAND POP-UP BOOKS FOR WORLD MASTERPIECES, SERIES
(to be released in the first half of 2022)

This is a series of world masterpieces which can be enjoyed by five senses. The first time by pop-up, the second time by
text, and the third time by sound.
There are drawings that can pop up, the vivid voices of the characters, and the flap that you open with your own hands!
The fun elements filling the books up have become a device that can make children think of reading as games.
For children who just start to read, this series includes major world masterpieces in short and interesting texts.

함께 생각하고 성장합니다・어린이가 꿈꾸는 세상 킨더랜드
예술 속에서 자유를・자유 속에서 가치를・우리 그림책 반달
새로운 세계를 여는 시간 여섯번째봄

주소 경기도 파주시 회동길 512 B동 3F 전화 031-919-2734 팩스 031-919-2735
blog.naver.com/kinderdal
kinderland_bandal
kinderland.book

padlet.com/kinderform/kinder_new2022 (신간소개)

